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ARTISTIC PAVER MFG.®

a r t i s t i c p a v e r s . c o m

• We won’t crack you up, but we do make good pavers…We won’t crack you up, but we do make good pavers…
Regular poured concrete decks crack, Artistic Pavers flex between Regular poured concrete decks crack, Artistic Pavers flex between 
pavers avoiding cracks.pavers avoiding cracks.

• We are cool… We are cool… 
Cool on your feet. Most of our pavers are light colored and typically Cool on your feet. Most of our pavers are light colored and typically 
much cooler than most other deck surfaces.much cooler than most other deck surfaces.

• Smooth, but not too smooth…Smooth, but not too smooth…
Our pavers are comfortable to walk on, but not too slippery, dry or wet. Our pavers are comfortable to walk on, but not too slippery, dry or wet. 

• Some exercising is fun, but exercising to clean your deck Some exercising is fun, but exercising to clean your deck 
isn’t…isn’t…
That’s why we manufacture our pavers to require very little maintenance. That’s why we manufacture our pavers to require very little maintenance. 
Because of additives and the high density of our pavers, algae, mildew Because of additives and the high density of our pavers, algae, mildew 
and other yucky stuff have a difficult time growing on our product. and other yucky stuff have a difficult time growing on our product. 
Many natural and man made products require sealing to avoid the Many natural and man made products require sealing to avoid the 
yucky stuff, we don’t.yucky stuff, we don’t.  

• Salt pools, no problem...Salt pools, no problem...
Again, because our pavers are so dense, salt water from pools that use Again, because our pavers are so dense, salt water from pools that use 
chlorinators will not damage our decking.chlorinators will not damage our decking.

• Save your precious toes…Save your precious toes…
Our pavers are designed for commercial and residential pedestrian Our pavers are designed for commercial and residential pedestrian 
traffic. Calibrating and beveling the border of our pavers keeps you traffic. Calibrating and beveling the border of our pavers keeps you 
from stubbing those precious little toes.from stubbing those precious little toes.

• Lickety-split…Lickety-split…
While you’re sleeping, we’re probably making pavers. Our standard While you’re sleeping, we’re probably making pavers. Our standard 
pavers are usually ready for speedy delivery. Installation is quicker than pavers are usually ready for speedy delivery. Installation is quicker than 
installing a concrete slab with a topping, because our pavers don’t installing a concrete slab with a topping, because our pavers don’t 
require a slab and paver installations are less affected by bad weather.require a slab and paver installations are less affected by bad weather.

• It is great to be special…It is great to be special…
We make many different types of coping.  Bullnosed on one, two, three We make many different types of coping.  Bullnosed on one, two, three 
or all four sides of the paver. By using our coping,  you are able to have or all four sides of the paver. By using our coping,  you are able to have 
a spa or raised wall  without having a seam going through the middle a spa or raised wall  without having a seam going through the middle 
of the coping.of the coping.

• Great in cold weather…Great in cold weather…
Our product passed the rigorous 50 cycle freeze-thaw test with no Our product passed the rigorous 50 cycle freeze-thaw test with no 
measurable weight loss or cracking.measurable weight loss or cracking.

• We hate to call ourselves cheap, but we are very fairlyWe hate to call ourselves cheap, but we are very fairly
priced …priced …
Our pavers and coping add so much to the look of your backyard Our pavers and coping add so much to the look of your backyard 
environment, are so functional, and will last so long, that  you would environment, are so functional, and will last so long, that  you would 
think we cost a bunch. We don’t, we are less costly than many materials think we cost a bunch. We don’t, we are less costly than many materials 
that require slabs and a little  more than some, but well worth it.that require slabs and a little  more than some, but well worth it.

Why settle for the usual when you can have Artistic Pavers?

STEPLOCKSTEPLOCK®



BEAUTY WHERE IT MATTERS MOST...BEAUTY WHERE IT MATTERS MOST...

corallockcorallock® shellockshellock® granitelockgranitelock®



Our pavers are manufactured with natural materials and will vary in color. The variation in color and shade can enhance the natural look and beauty of the finished project.
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ARTISTIC PAVER MFG.®

The exposed beauty of seashells in each paver.The exposed beauty of seashells in each paver.

SHELLOCKSHELLOCK®

IVORY



Our pavers are manufactured with natural materials and will vary in color. The variation in color and shade can enhance the natural look and beauty of the finished project.

Architects and Landscape Designers throughout the country are trending Architects and Landscape Designers throughout the country are trending 
towards a more lineal look for decks.towards a more lineal look for decks.

PlanklockPlanklock®  ®  8”x24” delivers a very contemporary look in a 2-3/8” thick paver 8”x24” delivers a very contemporary look in a 2-3/8” thick paver 
designed for pedestrian applications.designed for pedestrian applications.

The smooth polished finish, in its long and narrow design, creates a linear The smooth polished finish, in its long and narrow design, creates a linear 
pattern that is stylish and sleek in appearance. pattern that is stylish and sleek in appearance. 

8” x 24” x 2-3/8” Planklock®

TANTANIVORYIVORY SILVER SAMSILVER SAM

A contemporary look.A contemporary look.

IVORYTAN, IVORY, SILVER SAM & CUSTOM COLOR



ARTISTIC PAVER MFG.®
PLANKLOCKPLANKLOCK®

The sleek look of PlanklockThe sleek look of Planklock®®..

TAN, SILVER SAM & CUSTOM COLOR



Our pavers are manufactured with natural materials and will vary in color. The variation in color and shade can enhance the natural look and beauty of the finished project.

STERLING STERLING 
GRAYGRAY

ARCTICARCTIC
WHITEWHITE

Simplicity and sophistication.Simplicity and sophistication.

ARCTIC WHITESTERLING GRAY



ARTISTIC PAVER MFG.®
GRANITELOCKGRANITELOCK®

STERLING GRAY

The timeless appeal of granite The timeless appeal of granite in a paver.in a paver.



Our pavers are manufactured with natural materials and will vary in color. The variation in color and shade can enhance the natural look and beauty of the finished project.

IVORYIVORY

The natural beauty of coral in The natural beauty of coral in 
a paver.a paver.

ORLANDO WORLD CENTER MARRIOTT®

IVORY IVORY



ARTISTIC PAVER MFG.®
CORALLOCKCORALLOCK®

IVORY

The distinguished look and texture of coral made durable. The distinguished look and texture of coral made durable. 



Our pavers are manufactured with natural materials and will vary in color. The variation in color and shade can enhance the natural look and beauty of the finished project.

ARTISTIC PAVER MFG.®

Margaritaville Hollywood Beach Resort - FL
Hard Rock Hotel Daytona Beach, Daytona Beach - FL
Wynn Hotels - NV   
Westin Diplomat Resort - FL
Aruba Marriott Resort & Stellaris Casino - Aruba
Sundance Leisure - NY
Reunion Water Park - FL
The City of Daytona Beach - FL
Renaissance Orlando Resort at Seaworld  - FL
Williams Island - FL
Toll Brothers - FL: The Preserve at Juno Beach, 
Frenchman’s Harbor in Palm Beach, Parkland Golf and 
Country Club, Altis at Sand Lake, Azura in Boca Raton.

Marlins  Ballpark - FL
The Breakers Palm Beach  -  FL
Wyndham Hotel - Lake Tahoe - NV
Hilton Hotels - FL  
Four Seasons Hotel & Resorts - AZ
The Fairmont Turnberry Isle Resort & Club - FL
The Anabella Hotel - CA
The Ritz-Carlton Hotels - FL
Central New Mexico Community College - NM 
Fontainebleau Resorts - FL
Heritage Highlands at Dove Mountain - AZ
Albany Resort - Bahamas
Wind Creek Casino & Hotel - AL

Some of our commercial clients include:

Whether the project is a master planned development or a backyard retreat, Artistic Whether the project is a master planned development or a backyard retreat, Artistic 
Pavers is the right choice, providing a rich looking and durable solution.Pavers is the right choice, providing a rich looking and durable solution.

For any project size... For any project size... 
BUTLER TOWN CENTER, GAINESVILLE - FL CASINO DEL SOL, AZ

WALDORF ASTORIA DISNEY, FL EPIC HOTEL & RESIDENCES, FL

THE RITZ-CARLTON GRAND LAKES, FL

MARLINS PARK, FL



   

Our pavers are manufactured with natural materials and will vary in color. The variation in color and shade can enhance the natural look and beauty of the finished project.

Architectural details: adjacent, one, two and three sided copingArchitectural details: adjacent, one, two and three sided coping

Artistic Paver Mfg.Artistic Paver Mfg.® offers many options of coping and specialty offers many options of coping and specialty 
pieces  to provide a rich looking and  durable solution.  pieces  to provide a rich looking and  durable solution.  

Artistic Paver’s coping and specialty pieces are ideal for  Artistic Paver’s coping and specialty pieces are ideal for  
architectural and decorative accents such as: architectural and decorative accents such as: 

 Pool coping   •  Raised walls   •  Steps   •  Spillways     Pool coping   •  Raised walls   •  Steps   •  Spillways    
Fountains  • Benches  •  Planters   •  Remodeling ProjectsFountains  • Benches  •  Planters   •  Remodeling Projects

This ensures that materials used for architectural solutions will This ensures that materials used for architectural solutions will 
coordinate with the Artistic Paver  decking  material. They will not coordinate with the Artistic Paver  decking  material. They will not 
only give your project a great  look,  but  they also make installation only give your project a great  look,  but  they also make installation 
easy, saving you time  and money.easy, saving you time  and money.

The result is a luxurious combination of beauty and technology that The result is a luxurious combination of beauty and technology that 
will keep you satisfied for many years to come.will keep you satisfied for many years to come.

The DetailsThe Details

Steps using one-sided copingSteps using one-sided coping Straight-edge relaxed one sided copingStraight-edge relaxed one sided coping
3”,  4” and 5” 3”,  4” and 5” 
face drop-downface drop-down

Adjacent , two  and  three-sided  copingAdjacent , two  and  three-sided  coping Renovation copingRenovation coping

Two sidedTwo sided

Three sidedThree sided

AdjacentAdjacent

Four sidedFour sided

One sidedOne sided

the difference is in the details.the difference is in the details.



Our pavers are manufactured with natural materials and will vary in color. The variation in color and shade can enhance the natural look and beauty of the finished project.

Your driveway deserves the same quality as your deck...Your driveway deserves the same quality as your deck...

GOLDEN BROWNSILVER SAM



ARTISTIC PAVER MFG.®

Make a "Welcome to My Home" statement by choosing the same Artistic Pavers Make a "Welcome to My Home" statement by choosing the same Artistic Pavers 
quality for your driveway. quality for your driveway. 

RoadlockRoadlock®  ®  driveway pavers have a stunning look and are a refreshing change driveway pavers have a stunning look and are a refreshing change 
to the old concrete driveways. Its polished and smooth surface adds beauty to to the old concrete driveways. Its polished and smooth surface adds beauty to 
any project. any project. 

Our high-quality driveway pavers will redefine your concept on how to keep Our high-quality driveway pavers will redefine your concept on how to keep 
your driveway looking its best. Built with the latest technology, they are durable your driveway looking its best. Built with the latest technology, they are durable 
and require very little maintenance. and require very little maintenance. 

Choose from a classic pattern or create your own. Mix and match colors to Choose from a classic pattern or create your own. Mix and match colors to 
express your style and preferences. The end result will be an elegant entrance, express your style and preferences. The end result will be an elegant entrance, 
while also enhancing  the value of your property. while also enhancing  the value of your property. 

Sizes: 8"x8", 8"x12" & 12"x12"Sizes: 8"x8", 8"x12" & 12"x12"

Designed for Vehicular Applications

ROADLOCKROADLOCK®

Thickness: 2-3/8"Thickness: 2-3/8"

DARK DARK 
CHOCOLATECHOCOLATE

GOLDEN GOLDEN 
BROWNBROWN

IVORYIVORY SILVERSILVER
SAMSAM

TANTAN STERLING STERLING 
GRAYGRAY

ARCTICARCTIC
WHITEWHITE
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ARTISTIC PAVER MFGARTISTIC PAVER MFG..®

ROUND
STRAIGHT 
RELAXED-EDGE(2)

EAST COAST FACTORY
120 NE 179th Street
N. Miami Beach, FL  33162

Phone:

(305) 653-7511

(305) 653-7283

Fax:

BULLNOSE PROFILES:

a r t i s t i c p a v e r s . c o ma r t i s t i c p a v e r s . c o m
sales@artisticpavers.comsales@artisticpavers.com

MADE IN USA

1508 N V.I.P. Blvd., 
Casa Grande, AZ 85122

WEST COAST FACTORY

Phone:

(520) 426-3485

(520) 426-3479

Fax:

W A T C H 

C L I P

V I S I T

WEBSITE

Follow us on

/artisticpavers

STEPLOCK®

INTERLOCKING SAND-SET PAVERS 
FOR PEDESTRIAN APPLICATIONS

 ̶ Because of color dye and natural raw materials inconsistencies, products will have color shade and texture variations. 
 ̶ In Shellock pavers, natural shells are embedded at different distances from the surface of the material, and then polished. Therefore, a small percentage of the shells are 

expected to come loose from the surface and edges of the tile. This occurrence will diminish over a short span of time and in no way will affect the strength of the product. 
 ̶ Please expect variations in colors and some chipping and non-perfect edges. These details are intended to enhance the appearance of our pavers. 
 ̶ Due to the process required to manufacture, package, deliver, unpack, install and compact, small chipping can be expected.
 ̶ Pavers are calibrated to achieve a uniform thickness and are manufactured in metric sizes and are rounded to the closest equivalent size in inches. Coping will be slightly smaller 

than nominal dimensions due to the processes required to manufacture them. Please refer to the actual sizes listed above in millimeters for accuracy. The dimension marked 

with (B) is the bullnose side.
 ̶ (*) The 4x8 border pavers are machine cut and not dimensionally consistent. Artistic Paver Mfg. recommends these  pavers should be used strictly as border material, therefore, 

not recommended for field material.
 ̶ Pavers should be installed from several pallets at a time to maintain the best color consistency. 
 ̶ Due to the diversity in the natural aggregates used to make our pavers, the difference in aggregates in each plant and other elements beyond our control, the colors seen on 

printed material or published on our website may not exactly match the exact color of the paver. Before you make your decision, we recommend verifying your selection at your 
local Artistic Paver retailer.

DISCLOSURES

Thickness 2-3/8” (1) Thickness 1-5/8” Thickness 1-5/8” Thickness 1-5/8”
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NOMINAL SIZE(in) ACTUAL SIZE(in)

SINGLE SIDED

DOUBLE SIDED

SINGLE SIDED

DOUBLE SIDED

TRIPLE SIDED

SINGLE SIDED

12x12x1-5/8 DOUBLE SIDED

FOUR SIDED

16x16x1-5/8

16x16x1-5/8

16x16x1-5/8

TRIPLE SIDED

16x16x1-5/8

DOUBLE SIDED

FOUR SIDED

TRIPLE SIDED

24x12x1-5/8 SINGLE SIDED

24x12x1-5/8 DOUBLE SIDED

24x24x1-5/8 SINGLE SIDED

24x24x1-5/8 DOUBLE SIDED

24x24x1-5/8

24x24x1-5/8 FOUR SIDED

TRIPLE SIDED

12x12x1-5/8

16x16x1-5/8
24x24x1-5/8

ADJACENT

4x8x1-5/8

4x12x1-5/8

4x12x1-5/8
4x16x1-5/8

PRE-CUT 
SINGLE SIDED

3-5/8(B) x11-3/8x1-5/8

3-5/8(B) x11-3/4x1-5/8
3-5/8(B) x15-3/8x1-5/8

3-5/8(B) x15-5/8x1-5/8

3-5/8(B) x15-5/8x1-5/8

11-1/8(B)x11-3/8x1-5/8

11-1/8(B)x11-3/4x1-5/8

11-3/8(B)x11-3/4x1-5/8

11-3/4(B)x11-3/4x1-5/8

15-1/8(B)x15-3/8x1-5/8

15-1/8(B)x15-5/8x1-5/8

15-3/8(B)x15-5/8x1-5/8

15-5/8(B)x15-5/8x1-5/8

22-7/8(B)x11-3/4x1-5/8

22-7/8(B)x11-3/4x1-5/8

22-7/8(B)x23-1/4x1-5/8

22-7/8(B)x23-1/4x1-5/8

22-7/8 (B) x23-1/2x1-5/8
23-1/2(B)x23-1/2x1-5/8
11-3/8(B)x11-3/8x1-5/8

15-3/8(B)x15-3/8x1-5/8
23-1/4(B)x23-1/4x1-5/8

3-5/8(B)x7-3/4x1-5/8
3-5/8(B)x11-3/8x1-5/8

3-5/8(B)x11-3/4x1-5/8

3-7/8(B)x15-5/8x1-5/8

3-5/8(B) x7-3/4x1-5/8

NOMINAL SIZE (in) DESCRIPTION

4x8x1-5/8
4x12x1-5/8

4x12x1-5/8

4x16x1-5/8

4 x16x1-5/8

4x16x1-5/8

12x12x1-5/8

12x12x1-5/8

12x12x1-5/8

4x8*
8x8
8x12
12x12

16x16
24x24

4x12x2-3/8 STRAIGHT 
RELAXED-EDGE
ONE SIDED(2)

BORDER PAVER

PAVING SLAB

PAVING SLAB
PAVING SLAB

PAVING SLAB

15-1/8(B) x7-3/4x40

3-5/8(B)x11-3/8x2-3/8
11-1/7(B)x11-3/8x2-3/8

DESCRIPTION

PRE-CUT 
DOUBLE SIDED

12x12x2-3/8

PAVER
PAVER

16x8x1-5/8

1-5/8
1-5/8
1-5/8
1-5/8

1-5/8
1-5/8

2-3/8

SINGLE SIDED

SINGLE SIDED

SINGLE SIDED

12x24 PAVING SLAB1-5/8

AVAILABLE NOW
COMING SOON POLISHEDPOLISHED POLISHEDFINISH

IVORY IVORY TAN SILVER
SAM

CAFÉ ARCTIC
WHITE

STERLING 
GRAY

PRODUCTS LEGEND

CORAL TEXTURED

4x12x1-5/8 DROP FACE 3”, 4” or 5” RENOVATION

ADJACENT

ADJACENT

SPACERS

YES
NO

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

THICKNESS(in)

To use the 2-3/8" 
thick 8x24 
Planklock with 
any 1-5/8" thick 
coping pieces the   
deck base needs 
to be adjusted to 
match the coping  
thickness.

The 8x24 
Planklock 
is a 2-3/8" 
thick plank 
with spacers 
designed 
especially for 
pedestrian 
applications. 

8x24 PLANKLOCK

PLANKLOCKGRANITELOCKTMSHELLOCK® ASCORALLOCK®

SINGLE SIDED

12x12
16x16
24x24

PRE-CUT

SINGLE 

SIDED

12x12
16x16
24x24

12x12
16x16
24x24

12x12
16x16
24x24

4x12
4x16

4x16

12x12
16x16
24x24

PRE-CUT 

DOUBLE 

SIDED

SINGLE 

SIDED DOUBLE 

SIDED TRIPLE

SIDED

FOUR SIDED

ADJACENT

DOUBLE SIDED

TRIPLE SIDED

4x12
4x16

4x8
4x12

4x8 
4x12
4x16

24x12
16x8SINGLE SIDED

DOUBLE SIDED

24x12


